
MUMMIES AND

THE AFTERLIFE
For the spirits of the dead to exist in the afterlife,

they needed bodies to which they could return.
In addition, the dead needed food, drink, and possessions
to live on. These requirements led to complexmortuary
practices.

Taking No Chances
Before the process of mummification was perfected, a

dead person’s spirit needed something it could use to
identify its own body or could use if its body was

destroyed. This need for a means of
identification may have led to the use of reserve
heads. These were heads modeled of stone to
look like the deceased person and placed next to
the tomb. However, scholars are unsure about
the exact purpose of these stone heads, and
they were not made after around 2500 B.C.

Even after mummification made it likely that a
corpse would survive in a recognizable form, the

Egyptians feared something would go wrong that
might lead to the loss of an afterlife. By the Middle

Kingdom, coffins featured paintings that resembled the
deceased. All these likenesses of the dead person were
thought to help the soul identify its corpse.

Tomb statues came into use as another way to ensure
an afterlife. The statue of a human figure, usually
made of stone or wood, had the name of
the dead person inscribed upon it, in the belief
that this would enable the person’s spirit to find
the right tomb. The ancient Egyptians also believed
the statue could be used as a body if anything
happened to destroy themummy.By the Middle
Kingdom, this practice was widespread for both the
upper and middle classes.

�

Carved wooden models,
dating from around 1950 B.C.,
of a procession of servants
carrying offerings. Such
models were put in tombs to
magically perform the work
of living servants.
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Model Servants
Because mummies required
food and drink, their families
and—for important people and
royalty—priests, would take daily
offerings to their mortuary temples
or offering chapels. In fact, certain
groups of priests were sometimes
put under contract to bring
offerings to the temple of a ruler
or the chapel of a noble forever.

Still, Egyptians worried that over
time their bodies would be deprived
of the things they needed. The
belief arose that something in a
tomb representing an object could
magically become the object itself.
At certain periods, elaborate scenes
were painted on tomb walls. The paintings might
depict food or drink that the dead could magically
consume. Alternatively, the paintings were
sometimes of everyday events and pastimes,
to provide the dead with something enjoyable to do.

Eventually, models were also created to serve this
purpose. These models could be of food, of small
human figures intended to act as servants, of
weapons to allow the dead to protect themselves,
or of anything else the dead might need.

The funerary (death) boat of Khufu
(KOO foo), an Old Kingdom king, who
ruled from around 2589 to 2566 B.C.
The boat had been buried near Khufu’s
tomb, the Great Pyramid at Giza. After the
boat was discovered, it was reassembled
and placed in a museum at the site.

�
THE OPENING OF THE MOUTH

Because the ancient Egyptians believed
that a dead person’s soul needed food
and drink to survive in the afterlife,
priests at a burial performed a special
Opening of the Mouth ritual. They
believed this ritual allowed the dead to
receive nourishment. The Opening of
the Mouth required special tools—
including ritual knives and amulets—
and priests chanting spells over the
coffin that held the corpse.
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